Performance
Measurement &
Member Engagement
(PMME)
April Meeting
4.22.2021
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Agenda
3:00 –
3:05 –
3:10 –
3:15 –
3:45 –
4:20 –
4:25 –

3:05: Introductions
3:10: Approval of minutes
3:15: Reminder of conversation guidelines and updates
3:45: RAEs present on member engagement
4:20: PMME member-led discussion
4:25: Public comment
4:30: Wrap Up
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COVID-19 Vaccination Rates by Race/Ethnicity
(Medicaid Members Age 16+ Only)

Note: Bars represent the vaccination rate within each race/ethnicity group and phase (e.g. 28.8% of Phase 1 eligible Black/African American members have received at least 1 dose of COVID-19 vaccine).
Data only includes Medicaid members 16 and above. Phase 1 eligibility is only based on the data we have available for analysis (i.e. age and condition data was used in this determination, but not
occupation data). Data includes vaccine service dates through 4/11/21. Vaccination rates reported here include both fully and partially vaccinated members.
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COVID-19 Vaccination Rates by Race/Ethnicity Grouping
(Medicaid Members Age 16+ Only)

Note: Bubbles represent the vaccination rate within each race/ethnicity grouping (e.g. 19.2% of people of color have received at least 1 dose of COVID-19 vaccine). Data only includes Medicaid members
16 and above. Data includes vaccine service dates through 4/11/21. Vaccination rates reported here include both fully and partially vaccinated members. Only members that have been continuously
eligible for Medicaid since January 2021 were included here. Members were excluded here if they did not select a race/ethnicity option, if they selected the “Other/Unknown” race/ethnicity option and
nothing else, or if they selected the “Other/Unknown” option in combination with the “White/Caucasian” option and nothing else. Members in a facility were excluded here.
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PMME Conversation Guidelines
•

Assume best intent.

•

Be tough on issues, soft on people.

•

Step forward/step backward so everyone participates.

•

Avoid acronyms.

•

Acknowledge the role and what hat you’re wearing.

•

The answer to “but” is “yes”

•

Be thoughtful and respectful.

•

Mute yourself when you’re not speaking and use the chat.
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Member Engagement
(1) What have you learned from the MAC meetings that has helped the RAE to modify its
programs or approach?
(2) How have you been supporting member participation during COVID and will this approach
continue into the future? Have there been recent barriers to member participation or
barriers to engaging a representative group of members?
(3) Have the RAEs identified best practices in aggregating member data and information (from
MACs, call centers, surveys, etc.) for the purpose of making system improvements?
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RAE1: ROCKY MOUNTAIN
HEALTH PLANS
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RAE REGION 2 –NORTHEAST
HEALTH PARTNERS
Member Experience Advisory Council (MEAC)
Prepared for PMME
April 22, 2021



MEAC group members offer their hands-on experiences with their health care in a safe environment
and have provided valuable health literacy guidance for our preventative tip sheets. Members are
not as interested in the performance metrics but were willing to engage in dialog about the metrics as
it could improve the health care experience. NHP participates in HCFP’s quarterly MEAC meetings
with other RAEs.



Recruitment and stable participation is the main challenge of MEAC across NHP’s 20,000 square miles
of our rural/frontier communities. Zoom meetings offered an alternative format for these communities
to join MEAC. The “digital divide” for our rural and frontier members continues to be a challenge. NHP
sustained member participation through Zoom and go-to meeting platforms.



ECHO survey results identified that members did not know what family therapy was and how it could
help in treatment. NHP used this input to create a brochure on family therapy which was distributed
to providers, the website, and social media sites.



The CAHPS survey reflected the need to educate providers on the importance of reminding members
of the care needed.



NHP is enhancing their survey “What would make your healthcare better?” which is found on their
website . The goal is to increase member’s use of this survey to obtain additional aggregate data to
improve health outcomes.

COLORADO ACCESS
Member Engagement Overview

April 22, 2021

Colorado Access Member Engagement
1. COA combines our RAE Regions MAC together.
2. When recruiting we use an equity and diversity lens.
3. What has COA learned from our MAC around
programing?
4. How has COA continued engagement throughout the
pandemic?
5. The Center to Advance Consumer Partnership journey.
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Member Engagement Overview • April 22, 2021

Additional Questions:
Contact:
Kellen Roth
Colorado Access Director of Member Affairs
Kellen.roth@coaccess.com
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Member Engagement Overview • April 22,2021



Member Experience Advisory Council
Prepared for PMME
April 22, 2021



MEAC group members offer their expertise with their health care
experience in a safe environment. Members have provided valuable
guidance in the ways members want to be engaged – with respect; and
the barriers (resources) to social determinants of health in the
rural/frontier populations. HCI participates in HCPF’s quarterly MEAC
meetings with other RAEs.



Increasing member participation from rural counties is the main
challenge of MEAC across HCI’s 30,000 square miles. Zoom meetings
offered an alternative format for these members to join MEAC, however
the “digital divide” for our rural and frontier members continues to be a
challenge.



ECHO survey results identified that members did not know what family
therapy was and how it could help in treatment. HCI used this input to
create a brochure on family therapy which was distributed to providers,
the website, and social media sites.



The CAHPS survey stimulated a pilot project with one of the FQHC’s to
increase satisfaction with children’s access to primary care.

Member Advisory Committee
Colorado Community Health Alliance
Regional Accountable Entity Regions 6 & 7

Colorado Community Health Alliance MAC
• One meeting per region quarterly
• Virtual meetings and on-line/paper surveys

(in-person pre-Covid)

• Areas of Noted Impact:
Member Messaging
Provider Directory
Community Incentive Program Feedback

• Sharing information between Regional PIAC and MAC
• Pivoted with COVID 19 efforts
Colorado Community Health Alliance

Discussion
•

Open Floor with PMME members & RAES: Follow up questions and
comments

•

How can we bring together regional MACs and MEAC member issues in a
way that leads to action?

•

Are there ways to aggregate member feedback and data from other
sources to take action?
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Public
Comment
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Next Steps
•Next Meeting:
May 27, 2021
3:00 – 4:30 PM

•Next Steps:
• Dashboard 3.0
• Check in on DU Project
• Follow up on member engagement topics
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